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Abstract—It is an urgent task for the coal industry in China 
and even the world to realize the position of the injured and the 
excavation equipment under the mine. Due to its advantages of 
high efficiency, low cost, and suitable accuracy, binocular stereo 
vision measurement methods have become a popular trend in 
recent years to achieve dynamic target positioning. The stereo 
matching problem is a key problem in the binocular stereo vision 
system. This paper analyzes and improves several classical 
matching algorithms, and combines the improved algorithms 
together for positioning research. Finally through simulation 
experiments, an area adaptive matching algorithm with 
advantages is obtained. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to reports, on April 10, 2018, in the afternoon, a 
safety accident occurred in the Qinglinwan coal mine in 
Pingbaying Township, Xianfeng County. Four people were 
trapped underground. Due to the lack of timely access to the 
specific location of the trapped persons, the search and rescue 
work was slow. By the time the search and rescue work was 
completed, all four had no vital signs. It can be seen that the 
positioning technology under the mine is the guarantee for the 
safe mining of mines. As a major country for coal mining and 
use, the development of underground positioning technology 
will determine the future coal mining safety rate in 
China[1].Binocular stereo vision is one of the key technologies 
of machine vision. It performs a reconstruction of the three-
dimensional scene with the obtained two-dimensional 
image[2].This technology can avoid the direct participation of 
people in dangerous environments, so its application in 
aerospace mapping, military applications, medical imaging and 
industrial inspection is also increasingly widespread[3]. 

II. ADAPTIVE WEIGHT STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHM 

A. Adaptive Weight Method 

The adaptive weighting method [4] is the so-called principle 
of weight distribution. The idea is to use weight and distance 
information to weight each pixel. The weight of the domain 
pixel [5] is defined as follows: 

 )()(),(),( pqppqspqpq gfcfgcfqpw    (1) 

Where 
pqc  denotes the color difference between the point 

p to be matched and the pixel point q in the matching window, 

pqg  denotes the Euclidean distance between the two points, 

)( pqs cf  is the model established for the color similarity of the 

pixels p and q, and )(p pqgf   is A model for establishing the 

Euclidean distance of pixel points p and q [6]. 
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Where 
pqc  denotes the similarity of the two pixel points 

 pppp baL ,,c  and  qqqq baLc ,,  in the CIELab color, 
pqg  

denotes the Euclidean distance of the pixel points p and q, and 

c and
p  denote the similarity threshold and the affinity 

threshold between the two pixel points, respectively. Finally 
get the weight ),( qpw [7]. 
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The essence of ASW's aggregation strategy is clusters 
pixels with similar color or distance to match point together. As 
shown in Figure I. 

 
FIGURE I. ASW AGGREGATION STRATEGY 
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In order to improve the accuracy, all the weight values of 
the left and right graph matching windows are taken into 
account when calculating the matching cost[8]. 
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As shown in Figure I, 
dp  and

dq  in the right figure are pixel 

points corresponding to p and q in the left figure when the 
disparity is d, ),(e dpp  indicates a matching cost between 

single points, and color truncation is performed by cutting off 
the absolute error. ASW matching results shown in Figure II. 

    
(A)TSUKUBA TEST IMAGE PAIR 

     
(B)STANDARD DISPARITY MAP         (C)ASW DISPARITY MAP 

FIGURE II. ASW MATCH RESULT GRAPH 

B. Improved Adaptive Weighting Algorithm 

The improved adaptive weighting algorithm proposes a 
virtual window technique to reduce the time complexity of 
ASW. Simultaneously, the adaptive weight is simplified to 
reduce the false matching rate [9]. 

The core idea of the virtual window technique [10] is to split 
the image with a pair of horizontal and vertical straight lines 
and divide it into a number of rectangular regions, each of 
which contains one or more pixels. As shown in Figure III. 

 
FIGURE III. VIRTUAL WINDOW 

The color value of a pixel point x in the window P on the c 
channel can be expressed as follows: 
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Where
xx ff   )1(x  denotes the side length of the split 

window in the horizontal direction and
yy ff   )1(y denotes 

the side length of the split window in the vertical direction. 

The improved ASW algorithm sets the weight of pixels 
connected to the pixel to be matched and the similarity of color 
information of pixels to 1; the weights of other pixels consider 
only the Euclidean distance without considering the color 
information, making the algorithm more robust. Set a color 
threshold 

0D . 

 0
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 (6) 

If the matching center p is connected to the neighbor pixel q, 
that is: 
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The set S is composed of all the pixels in the matching 
support window that are in communication with the pixels to be 
matched. The simplified adaptive weights are as follows: 
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The simplified self-adaptive weight makes the matching 
accuracy of the algorithm at the edge greatly improved, 
because in the supporting window of the point to be matched at 
the edge, as long as it is connected with the point to be matched, 
regardless of its distance to be matched, it The weight is always 
1, which solves the problem of having a small effect on the 
final matching result due to the low weight caused by the long 
distance of good point. At the same time, considering that the 
point to be matched is in a high-texture area, because the 
texture is dense, the number of pixels connected to the pixel to 
be matched decreases, although the pixel to be matched is not 
connected to many surrounding pixels, but because the 
Euclidean distance is very close, it makes The weights still 
have a great effect on the matching results and reduce the false 
matching rate [11]. 

It can be seen from Figure IV that the improved ASW 
algorithm greatly reduces the mis-match rate and noise 
sensitivity of the edge region and improves the matching 
accuracy at the same time. 

Virtual Pixel
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(A)ASW METHOD DISPARITY MAP 

 
(B)IMPROVED ASW DISPARITY MAP 

FIGURE IV. IMPROVED ASW MATCH RESULT MAP 

III. SEGMENTATION-BASED NEAR REAL-TIME STEREO 

MATCHING ALGORITHM 

Some people have proposed near real-time stereo matching 
algorithm based on effective cost aggregation(ECA)  [12]. This 
clustering method selects a variable support, which can be 
segmented from the image color cost information, and the color 
aggregation cost function is as follows: 

 

　



pi Sp

rdiis TqpdqpC )),,(min(),,( ,
 (9) 

Where 
pS  is the block where pixel point p is to be matched, 

d is the disparity between pixel point p and pixel point 
q, ）（ qp,  is the distance between pixel point p and pixel point 
q, 

rT  is the fixed threshold, and
rT  is set to enhance the 

robustness of the algorithm. The author uses the distance 
function of RGB space[13]: 

 qpqpqp BBGGRRqp ),(
 (10) 

As shown in Figure V, matching results using only the s 
function as the aggregation cost have poor matching 
performance in high texture areas. 

      
(A)STANDARD  DISPARITY MAP     (B)ECA DISPARITY MAP 

FIGURE V. ECA MATCH RESULT GRAPH 

In order to reduce the mis-matching of the algorithm in 
high-texture areas, supplementary cost functions can be added. 
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The resulting ECA total matching cost function is as 
follows: 
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As shown in Figure VI, it can be seen that the mismatch of 
the ECA added to the compensation window to the high texture 
area is significantly reduced. At the same time, false matches at 
the edges increase [14]. 

       
(A)UNCOMPENSATED WINDOW  (B)ADD COMPENSATION WINDOW 

FIGURE VI. ECA MATCHING RESULT GRAPH AFTER ADDING 
COMPENSATION WINDOW 

IV. REGIONAL ADAPTIVE MATCHING METHOD 

Considering that the matching accuracy of ECA in the edge 
region is low, it satisfies the real-time requirements of mine 
operations. The improved ASW algorithm is not high in time 
efficiency, but it has high accuracy and good matching effect at 
the edge. Therefore, the region adaptive matching method is 
proposed, and the improved ASW algorithm is used to perform 
stereo matching at the edge, and the ECA algorithm is used for 
stereo matching at the non-edge[15].The combined effect chart 
obtained is shown in Figure VII. 

   
(A)STANDARD DISPARITY MAP(B)IMPROVED ASW DISPARITY MAP 

   
(C)ECA DISPARITY MAP  (D)REGIONAL ADAPTIVE DISPARITY MAP 

FIGURE VII. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 

It can be seen from Figure VII that the region self-adaption 
method fully utilizes the complementary advantages of the 
improved ASW algorithm and the ECA stereo matching 
algorithm. As can be seen from the matching result graph, this 
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method achieves a good matching effect in the high texture 
area, the low texture area, and the edge area. At the same time, 
the method has a running time of about 4 seconds and is 
balanced in the matching accuracy and time efficiency. 

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Due to the limitation of actual conditions, experiments 
cannot be conducted under the mine, so the hydraulic support is 
used as an excavation equipment under the mine for simulation 
experiments [16].The excavator simulation scene image from the 
left and right cameras is shown in Figure VIII. 

  
FIGURE VIII. THE CORRECTED LEFT AND RIGHT IMAGE PAIR 

The original image is processed by several different 
algorithms above, and the matching effect is shown in figure 
IX. 

     
(A)THE ORIGINAL IMAGE           (B)ASW METHOD 

      
(C)ECA METHOD           (D)REGIONAL ADAPTIVE METHOD 

FIGURE IX. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT MATCHING EFFECT CHART 

It can be seen from the red box of the effect map obtained 
through the simulation experiment that the regional adaptive 
stereo matching method significantly reduces the false 
matching in the edge area, the overall matching effect is 
improved, and the running time is not much different from the 
ECA algorithm. There is a certain gap between real-time 
positioning, but it is much faster than the ASW method. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Several stereo matching algorithms proposed in this paper 
can be applied to the study of the position of underground mine. 
Through experiments, it can be found that the improved 
algorithm has a good matching effect and the running time has 
been improved. 
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